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about us

works

CARPENTry
Designing, construction and setting-up of metallic
structures for industrial production lines, buildings,
industrial warehouses...

The COS.M.I. S.R.L. is the realization of a dream and is born from enthusiasm of the holder that has
put to fruit his experience matured in the years, realizing works and plants in the oils, steels, thermoelectrics, hydroelectrics and civilians areas.
Up to the moment of the great jump. As it often happens, starting from the experience of job to
adapt to a world that quickly changes.
So, the COS.M.I. S.R.L. today is a reference point in national and european market for the realization
of industrial plants, especially in the specific one, in the mechanics erections, pipings, carpentries,
approaching the characteristics of competitiveness and production typical of the industrial world
with the care and attention of artisan wisdom of a time, but also with the maximum employment
of the most advanced technology and qualified staff to get lasting results in time and able of high
performances.

Mission

Our projects are studied to allow the best return of investment in technology according to standard established with the customer.
We form the staff with projects for continuous improvement, spread to all business levels the attachment to the company and the pride to belong to a winning team.
The safety in the work places where we operate, is the primary objective of the company.
In 2008 were started formation projects to all business levels and a check up to a verify the application of the safety standard conforming to the last laws.
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works
Flushing of oil dinamic piping by means of a 1200
Lt./minute supply station and oil analysis with a
double laser particle counter with on-line reading,
with analysis result certified according to NAS 1638
and ISO 4406 standards.

mechanical
assembly

State-of-art instruments come together with the
great know-how of the personnel for assembling
production lines in the steel, hydroelectric and
paper sectors
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works
Creation of industrial mechanical maintenance, such as
planned, emergency service, maintenance engineering
with improved performance projects and better plant
usage rate

pipes for fluids
Manufacture of any type of pipe for fluids (oleo-dynamic, gas, air, nitrogen, water, etc.) with
qualified welders according to UNI-EN and ASME regulations. PP-H and PVDF piping for
plants using high corrosive fluids such as sulphuric acid, made by expert
technicians and specialized welders with the help of state-of-art equipment.
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